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An informative and absorbing read for both medical practitioners and their patients, "What YOUR
PHYSICIAN May Not INFORM YOU OF Breast Cancer" takes purpose at "the breast tumor industry" with
a barrage of thought-provoking ammunition.
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Must Read for each Woman Diagnosed with Breast Cancer Every woman Must read this book BEFORE
taking her oncologists word as "gold"! Various doctors came forwards and suggested that mammograms
caused breast cancer tumor with the smashing of the breasts and this book was totally vindicated. Yes,
cancer can be a poison. The chapters on diet and how unwanted fat cells store estrogen, which can become
cancerous, was enough for me personally to take my health seriously.. Conventional medication has these
details but refuses to acknowledge and utilize it for the sake of women.".? lots of great info pass it to
someone who needs lots of great info pass it on to someone who needs it Three Stars Extremely outdated
information.but why are we treating one poison with an increase of poison?. This reserve was published in
2002 and the writer cites the National Tumor Institute (NCI) as stating tamoxifen does more harm than good
in every but a small % of women. Chemotherapy can CAUSE cancer! health care system. The FDA has
even slapped this black-box warning on the labels. Ask your oncologist: if he/she were diagnosed with
cancer, would he/she consider the typical of treatment? Would they prescribe it with their grandmother,
mother, wife or daughter? My doctor answered NO! There ARE other options available to women dealing
with breast cancer.. Lee's publication on pre-menopause and hope that it'll be browse and transform her way
of thinking, allowing her to help her patients.I understand. I'm going that path myself and it's so much safer,
much less intense and healthier on our body than the current so-called protocol. I will take the truth and a go
at life. Life-changing MUST read! Obtain second or third views. This is the body. by Doctor(s) or Tumor
Institutes or other sources. I am SO Glad I did so; The first publication was an real eye-opener, this
publication was a jaw dropper. Your decision. Our industries disregard these & I began with reading Dr.
After a scare that turned out to be nothing; I was told to understand this by a Naturepathy. Excellent Data
that is timeless Very insightful BUT not for the faint hearted; & struggling to implement necessary changes.
After all that was nuts ideal? I highly recommend this reserve. It its a data base of proven particular
~verified research and though their are Newer reserve(s) that one is Particular baseline rather than mumbo
jumbo that is not researched that one must becareful of. I share with my friends they are their own best
protection, and it will be prudent not to count on their health care professional to learn everything there is to
learn outside conventional medicine and what's taught by the medication companies. Out-dated research I
haven't finished the book yet, but I came across this too important not to post here for other potential
readers. It's insane and unreasonable. I subsequently transformed my eating habits and lost 40 lbs.I had stage
3 breast malignancy and have had a mastectomy, chemo and radiation. to start. Well, sorry. I really do not
want to take tamoxifen--not also for a year. My interest in natural hormones began with joining a company
who offers balancing creams, and I was intrigued by all the positive testimonies I was hearing.Estrogen
dominance is explained thoroughly and how it is affecting our culture.For all those with cancer, this book
can be disheartening, especially in the beginning. This reserve is too outdated to give me the info I am
searching for approximately hormone therapy. It stated that mammograms likely cause cancer. Lee's tips for
natural hormones, healthful lifestyle have helped a lot of my patients too. Must Read for Women A must
read for all women. Easy to comprehend. Having had a Stage 1 cancer analysis this gave me essential
information to help me on my quest for health.yes, we wish it "outta here right now!This book has been life
changing for me, and I feel better than I have felt in lots of years. Most of my symptoms have there been
which could have saved me much pain and suffering. If this was taught in medical colleges women will be
better off within their general health. I also understand I would not really have had to cope with the Stage 1
diagnosis and my wellness could of and should have been protected. Read up on ALL your choices. I am not
excited about acquiring an AI either, but I do not want to consider tamoxifen at all. Prior, I knew nothing at
all about hormones and how they are able to affect our health and well-being. we do too all together. Lee's
book on pre-menopause, which was my segway into this reserve. Upon re-searching many points I as a
Nurse discovered it Very ~Scarey to know research like this 's been around because the 70's and IS NOT
presented as viable Specifics; Lee explains, in easy to comprehend language, how the body reacts to the



surroundings in which we live, xenoestrogens, poisons and how your body digests various kinds of food.. If
you visit the NCI's website now (16 years later on) they have nothing but positive things to state about
tamoxifen's efficiency. I am now facing ten years of hormone therapy and I am reading everything I could
get my hands on to create my decision. THEREFORE I am not pro-hormone therapy. Dr. Lee states that lots
of doctors are unaware of how hormone imbalance can affect our health and wellness, and after a recently
available annual check up in which my doctor was just concerned with my estrogen I concur that this is
probably the norm. My doctor dismissed my saliva laboratory test outcomes, which provided degrees of
both my estrogen and progesterone, stating she was just concerned with estrogen within my age (pre-
menopause). I gave her a copy of Dr.. This book should be essential read for all oncologists, but they should
be open minded and not end up being ingrained in the medication industry that appears to really have control
of the U.S. Anti-hormore drugs could cause cancer! I just wish to be informed. However, I encourage cancer
survivors and the ones battling to learn it through, study from it, and in the event that you go ahead with or
continue conventional treatments - be aware of what foods you eat, the products you are using on your own
pores and skin and clean your home with, and how natural progesterone can help the body heal. Excellent.
Desire I had this reserve and knowledge 20 years ago prior to my hysterectomy. I'd give it 10 celebrities if
they were available. So so Book is older rather than, while an R.N., so sure I trust some of its premises. But
if you need to avoid getting breast cancer and hear "the truth", get this book. Excellent Book For those who
have breast cancer or have already been heavily involved with drinking the cool help of contemporary
medical thinking, you probably shouldn't read this reserve. As a family nurse practitioner, Dr. I'll revise this
review when I end the reserve but I found the inaccuracy of the particular little bit of information too
important not to tell other potential readers.. John Lee's tips changed my entire life when fighting early
menopausal symptoms at age group 40. Great book Very interesting and helpful Great medical tips from a
natural hormone doctor Dr. I first discovered this book, thankfully, at the age of 28. Honestly initially, I
didn't believe it. So reader beware. Every little thing you (can do) or (add) or (avoid) can greatly increase
your viable health. But then, various establishments started recommending that folks stop having
mammograms so much. The cancer industry is all about their bank accounts. I see a lot of bad reviews of the
book from those who have breast malignancy and don't need to hear the truth, that chemo and radiation
likely won't function. I was pre-menopausal pre-chemo (47 years older) and my oncologist wants to start me
on tamoxifen then, since my abrupt menopause is probably permanent due to my age, switch me over to an
AI in a 12 months. Which would you rather, the reality which could save your valuable life or a nice story
until the time you die. Ask questions. Five Stars My wife likes this stuff and buys via my a/c, fast shipping
otherwise I d/k
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